2023 PERMIT RESTRICTIONS BY PARK AND PERMIT TYPE

BY PARK:

CENTRAL PARK
• NO NEW PUBLIC EVENTS ON SATURDAYS

CIVIC CENTER PARK
• NEW PUBLIC EVENTS AND ASSEMBLIES CANNOT EARN HISTORICAL PRIORITY STATUS

COMMONS PARK
• ONLY THREE (3) PUBLIC EVENT PERMITS PER MONTH

MOUNTAIN PARKS
• PUBLIC EVENT REQUESTS WILL BE REVIEWED AND ACCEPTED OR REJECTED ON A CASE-BY-CASE BASIS

SKYLINE PARK
• NEW PUBLIC EVENTS AND ASSEMBLIES CANNOT EARN HISTORICAL PRIORITY STATUS

SLOAN’S LAKE PARK
• A MAXIMUM OF THREE (3) PUBLIC EVENTS OVER 5K DAILY ATTENDEES ALLOWED

WASHINGTON PARK
• NO NEW PUBLIC EVENTS ON SATURDAYS

BY PERMIT TYPE:

ATHLETIC PRIORITY PARKS
• FOR INVENTORY OF THESE PARKS AND SPECIAL RESTRICTIONS, PLEASE VISIT OUR WEBSITE OR CONTACT THE PARKS PERMIT OFFICE

PUBLIC EVENTS (includes runs, walks, bike races/tours, festivals, concerts, etc.) and ASSEMBLIES/1ST AMENDMENT ACTIVITIES
• LIMITED TO A MAX OF THREE (3) EVENT DAYS, PLUS TWO (2) TOTAL LOAD-IN/LOAD-OUT DAYS (TWO (2) TOTAL EXTRA LOAD-IN/LOAD-OUT DAYS ALLOWED FOR PORTABLE TOILETS, DUMPSTERS, AND/OR FENCING ONLY). HISTORICAL PRIORITY EVENTS THAT CURRENTLY EXCEED THIS (as of 12/31/16) ARE ALLOWED BUT CANNOT ADD DAYS
• LOAD-IN AND LOAD-OUT DAYS CAN OCCUR ON PARK REST DATES, BUT MUST REMAIN AS SUCH ON FUTURE PERMITS
• BIKE RACES AND TOURS (THE ROUTES) ARE ONLY PERMITTED AT CITY PARK

SPECIAL OCCASIONS (private, by invitation only activities)
• LIMITED TO A MAX OF ONE (1) EVENT DAY, PLUS TWO (2) TOTAL LOAD-IN/LOAD-OUT DAYS (TWO (2) TOTAL EXTRA LOAD-IN/LOAD-OUT DAYS ALLOWED FOR PORTABLE TOILETS, DUMPSTERS, AND/OR FENCING ONLY)

TRAILS
• PARTICIPANTS MUST BE OFF ALL TRAILS AND ROADWAYS (including those completely within a park) BY 11AM
• RUNS AND WALKS ON PARK TRAILS/ROADWAYS (partially or completely outside of a park and permitted after 1/1/19) ARE LIMITED TO 5K (3.1 miles)
• NO NEW RUNS OR WALKS ON SOUTH PLATTE TRAIL OR CHERRY CREEK TRAIL